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Summary-Several authors claim that widespread support exists for a 5-factor model of personality 
ratings. In the present study, structural equation modeling was used to investigate this issue. The subjects 
(128 males and 128 females) were administered Costa and McCrae’s NE0 Personality Inventory, and they 
rated themselves, and were rated by three acquaintances, on the 20 adjective scales suggested by Norman 
as marker variables for the Big Five. Coefficients of factor comparability indicated that a Sfactor model 
accounted for the data better than any other model. Moreover, the five factors that were obtained matched 
conventional measures of the Big Five very well. A multitrait-multimethod analysis with five traits and 
three methods yielded acceptable convergent and discriminant validities, and a model with oblique trait 
as well as oblique method factors was supported by structural equation models. A confirmatory 
factor-analytic model, however, that predicted the correlations among 60 variables from five trait factors 
and three method factors, did not fit the data. It is concluded that this finding reflects a desirable 
heterogeneity of personality factors as higher-level constructs. The implications for the usefulness of 
confirmatory factor analysis as well as for the Sfactor model of personality are discussed. 
Several authors claim that widespread support exists for a Sfactor model of personality trait ratings 
(Digman & Inouye, 1986; Digman & Takemoto-Chock, 1981; Fiske, 1949; Goldberg, 1989; McCrae 
& Costa, 1987; Norman, 1963; Tupes & Christal, 1961). According to numerous exploratory factor 
analyses, a 5-factor model meets the highly desirable criteria of robustness across targets (Norman, 
1963; Tupes & Christal, 1961), across observers (Fiske, 1949; Tupes & Christal, 1961) and across 
methods of factoring and factor rotation (Goldberg, 1989). Moreover, several studies indicate that 
a 5-factor model accounts also for the correlations among unbiased samples of personality 
inventory scales (Amelang & Borkenau, 1982; Borkenau & Ostendorf, 1990; McCrae & Costa, 
1987; Noller, Law & Comrey, 1987), and for the factor structure of the California Q-set (McCrae, 
Costa & Busch, 1986). 
Given this convergence of the results of numerous exploratory factor analyses, it seems, at first 
glance, highly recommendable to apply the method of confirmatory factor analysis to data that 
support the Sfactor model in exploratory factor analyses. Mulaik (1987), for example, suggested 
that exploratory factor analysis should be regarded as a “hypothesis-generating method, providing 
information for the researcher to use in formulating hypotheses” (p. 302). This, however, “demands 
our finding a way of using experience . . . going beyond the specific set of data stimulating the 
hypothesis. This can be done only by testing hypotheses with additional data. Hence, confirmatory 
common factor analysis is a logical sequel to exploratory common factor analysis” (Mulaik, 1987, 
p. 302). 
Confirmatory factor analysis, however, is a quite restrictive tool to study the relations among 
concepts. First, whereas factor models that are established by exploratory factor analyses of 
personality trait ratings usually account for about 60% of the total variance in a set of rating data 
(Peabody & Goldberg, 1989), confirmatory factor analysis requires that the observed correlations 
do not significantly differ from those that are predicted by the model. Otherwise, the model 
has to be rejected. When quantitative fit indices are used instead of a x2 goodness of fit statistic, 
it is suggested that the indices exceed 0.90 to be recommended as acceptable (Bentler & Bonett, 
1980). Thus, in order that a model is acceptable in terms of the standards that are used in 
confirmatory factor analysis, it has to account for a much higher proportion of the variance (Tucker 
& Lewis, 1973) than is usually accounted for by models that are established via exploratory factor 
analyses. 
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Second, confirmatory factor analysis requires that the variables have literally zero-loadings on 
all factors, except the appropriate ones which are a priori specified in the model. This, however, 
is no reasonable assumption in case of the factor structure of personality trait ratings. Because 
factors are conceptualized as higher level constructs in most factor-analytic theories of personality 
(Cattell, 1965; Costa & McCrae, 1985; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1969; Guilford, 1975). they refer to 
a quite diverse domain of lower-level constructs such as primary factors, facets. habits, or specific 
behaviours. Eysenck and Eysenck (1969) for instance, emphasize the dual nature of Extraversion. 
They suggest hat Sociability has a negative secondary loading on Neuroticism and that Impulsivity 
has a positive secondary loading. whereas both, Sociability and Impulsiveness, constitute the factor 
Extraversion. Cattell (1950) suggests that the marker variables for a factor may be heterogeneous, 
but that their center of gravity should coincide with the position of the factor. In contrast. 
confirmatory factor analysis allows the observed variables to differ with respect to their loadings 
on the appropriate factors only, whereas secondary loadings on other factors are treated as 
deviations from the model. Thus the model of confirmatory factor is much more restrictive than 
the model of exploratory common factor analysis. 
It may be argued that the methodology of maximum likelihood factor analysis is not restrictive 
because models may be tested that are not restrictive at all. Thus one may go as far as to allow 
each variable to load on each factor, and the loadings of all variables on all factors may then be 
estimated. Rarely, however, are hypotheses available that allow reasonable predictions for such 
complex factor patterns. Thus, in this case, maximum likelihood factor analysis was used in an 
entirely exploratory way. Usually, it is only one or two factor loadings per variable that can be 
specified a priori. If only these factor loadings are allowed to deviate significantly from zero, the 
term Conjirmatory factor analysis is appropriately applied. 
Structural equation models, however, have the particular advantage to make the distinction 
between content factors and method factors possible. This is especially desirable for the 5-factor 
model of personality because appropraite marker variables are available from several varieties of 
data, namely, inventory scores, self-ratings on adjective scales, and peer ratings on adjective scales 
(Amelang & Borkenau, 1982; McCrae & Costa, 1987). But it is not reasonable to suppose that 
content is the only source of covariance among these measures of personality. Rather, the 
correlations among ratings of a given target are expected to be higher if the ratings stem from the 
same judges than if the ratings stem from different judges. Method components should therefore 
be considered in addition to content components, as the correlations among variables are expected 
to be highest if they share content as well as method variance. 
There exists a method that uses this desirable property of structural equation models while 
simultaneously avoiding some of the disadvantages of confirmatory factor anal}-sis. This is to 
evaluate multitrait-multimethod matrices by means of structural equation models. We use the term 
multitrait-multimethod analysis if the variables that are expected to load the same trait factor are 
homogeneous in content. In contrast, we speak of confirmatory factor analysis if the variables 
presumably loading the same trait factor are somewhat heterogeneous in content (as. for instance, 
the various primary factors of extraversion). 
To our knowledge, measures of the five factors have not been evaluated before by means of 
structural equation models. We admit that multitrait-multimethod matrices have been established 
for the five factors (Amelang & Borkenau, 1982; McCrae & Costa, 1987), but they were evaluated 
in previous studies with the traditional Campbell and Fiske (1959) criteria. These criteria, however, 
may be criticized to the effect that: (a) testing the statistical significance of the overall pattern is 
questionable, due to the lack of independence of the correlations used; (b) precise estimates of 
trait-related and method-related variance for each measure are not obtainable. whereas such 
measures were very useful to indicate which measures hould be refined; and (c) differences among 
variables in their level of reliability will distort the observed correlations among the measures. 
Structural equation models are most appropriate to overcome these ambiguities (Judd, Jessor 8~ 
Donovan, 1986; Schmitt & Stults, 1986; Widaman, 1985). 
Whereas the analysis of multitrait-multimethod matrices with structural equation models is 
useful to evaluate the equivalence of measures of the five factors across data-levels, this approach 
does not inform about the comparability of the factor patterns. A method that investigates the 
generalizability of factors across S samples, and that is less restrictive than confirmatory factor 
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analysis, has been suggested by Everett (1983). This procedure comprises three steps: (a) two or 
more independent factor scoring coefficient matrices are established from rotated factor solutions 
of the same set of variables for several S samples; (b) two or more factor scores are established 
for each factor for the combined S sample, each one relying on one of the several factor scoring 
coefficient matrices; and (c) the comparability of the factors is assessed by correlating the different 
factor scores for the same factor across Ss (Everett, 1983; McCrae & Costa, 1987; Zuckerman, 
Kuhlman & Camac, 1988). This method also goes beyond the specific set of data stimulating the 
hypothesis. It does not imply the restrictive assumptions, however, that are implicit in confirmatory 
factor analysis. 
The present study evaluated the 5-factor model of personality by means of several methods. Sets 
of presumed marker variables for the five factors, including inventory scales, self-ratings on 
adjective scales, and peer ratings on adjective scales, were administered to 256 Ss. The factor 
solutions were then evaluated using three criteria. First, coefficients of factor comparability across 
male and female S samples (Everett, 1983) were separately determined for the personality inventory 
scales, the self-ratings on adjective scales, and the peer ratings on adjective scales. This approach 
established the generalizability of factor solutions across sex. Second, structural equation models 
were used to evaluate multitrait-multimethod matrices with five trait factors and three method 
factors. This procedure estimated the equivalence, across data-levels, of comprehensive measures 
for the five factors. Finally, a confirmatory factor analysis with 60 variables was carried out. 
METHOD 
Subjects 
Ss were 256 German adults (128 females, 128 males). Their mean age was 26.4 yr and their age 
standard deviation was 9.84 yr. The Ss were recruited via an article in the local newspapers, 
pursued various professions, and were paid for their participation. A precondition for their 
participation was that each S had to be accompanied by three relatives and/or acquaintances who 
had to provide peer ratings under the experimenter’s upervision. In this way, the independence 
of self-reports and peer reports was secured. 
Measures 
All measures that were used were presumed markers for one of the five major factors of 
personality. Otherwise, the assignment of variables to trait factors had been arbitrary in the 
confirmatory factor analyses as well as in the multitrait-multimethod analyses. Thus, to obtain 
personality inventory data, we translated and used Costa and McCrae’s (1985) NE0 Personality 
Inventory. It measures Neuroticism (N), Extraversion (E), Openness to Experience (0), Agreeable- 
ness (A), and Conscientiousness (C). Furthermore, Costa and McCrae (1985) distinguish among 
six facets of each, N, E, and 0, whereas A and C are treated as unitary constructs. To obtain 
self-ratings and peer ratings on adjective scales, we translated and administered the 20 scales that 
were suggested by Norman (1963). These scales are usually regarded as marker variables for the 
Big Five. Four of the scales refer to Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Emotional 
Stability, and Culture, respectively. We considered Emotional Stability to be the opposite of 
Neuroticism, whereas the terms ‘Openness to Experience’ and ‘Culture’ denote highly similar 
constructs. Thus it is only for reasons of convenience, that the terms suggested by Costa and 
McCrae (1985) are used in the present article. 
RESULTS 
The comparability of factors 
We used Everett’s (1983) procedure to investigate: (a) what the number of factors was for which 
factor scores were best replicated across Ss, and (b) whether the factors obtained in the 5-factor 
solutions corresponded to other well-established measures of the Big Five. Concerning the first 
issue, Everett suggested that the number of factors to be retained and interpreted should be 
determined by obtaining rotated solutions from different subject samples, and adopting the solution 
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Table I. Comparabiliues of varimax-rotated factors in the combined sample 
Factor comparabilitics after varimax rotation 
Factors Factor 
Data level rotated 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 
Inventory scales 8 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.79 0.72 0.40 0.3 I 0.15 
(NEO-PI) 7 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.76 0.70 0.31 0.09 
6 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.78 0.75 0.34 
5 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.87 
4 0.94 0.92 0.82 0.8 I 
3 0.93 0.88 0.74 
Self-ratings on 8 
Norman’s adjectives 7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
Peer ratings on 8 
Norman’s adjectives 7 
6 
5 
4 
0.94 0.98 0.90 0.8 I 0.80 0.69 0.65 0.45 
0.98 0.96 0.85 0.76 0.70 0.6 I 0.27 
0.98 0.95 0.90 0.89 0.70 0.67 
0.98 0.97 0.96 0.90 0.78 
0.97 0.89 0.70 0.68 
0.95 0.91 0.65 
0.99 0.99 0.97 0.93 0.87 0.65 0.22 0.19 
0.99 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.58 0.56 
0.99 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.8 I 
0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.94 
0.97 0.82 0.75 0.68 
3 0.94 0.79 0.67 
n = 256. 
that can be replicated. Everett (1983) suggested that, if his method was used, comparability 
coefficients above 0.90 indicated a factor match. 
The sample was divided according to sex, and separate factor analyses were conducted for the 
128 male and the 128 female subjects. Factor scoring coefficients were then obtained from both 
independent analyses. These factor scoring coefficients were used to estimate two factor scores per 
factor for the combined sample of 256 Ss. The two parallel factor scores were then correlated 
among each other across the 256 Ss. This procedure was repeated for 3-, 4-, 5, 6-, 7-, and 8-factor 
solutions as well as for personality inventory scores, self-ratings on adjective scales, and peer ratings 
on adjective scales. 
In the factor analyses of inventory scores, we used the NEO-PI but not its usual scoring key. 
Rather, we randomly divided each of the scales A and C into three subscales, to ensure that the 
factors A and C were each represented by several variables and had thus a chance to turn out as 
separate factors. Accordingly, 24 variables were entered, i.e. the six facets of N, E, and 0, and three 
NEO-A and NEO-C subscales. The 20 scales suggested by Norman (1963) as markers for the Big 
Five were used in the factor analyses of self-ratings and peer ratings on adjective scales. In all 
analyses of peer ratings, the ratings by three peers were first averaged in order to obtain more 
reliable raw data. Iterative procedures were used to estimate communalities, and the factors were 
submitted to a Varimax rotation. The coefficients of factor comparability are reported in Table 1. 
It was only for the peer ratings that a solution was obtained that met Everett’s r = 0.90-criterion 
for each factor, and this was the 5-factor solution. For the inventory scales and the self-ratings, 
the j-factor solution yielded higher indices of factor-match than any other solution, although the 
match for the fifth factor did not come up to the 0.90-criterion (which was, however, somewhat 
arbitrary). Thus, for all three data-levels, a 5-factor solution, more than any other solution, yielded 
factors that were replicated across Ss. The next question then was whether these five factors could 
be interpreted as the conventional Big Five. The two factor scores per factor (their correlations 
were reported in Table 1) were therefore correlated with available conventional measures of the 
five factors. As conventional inventory measures of the Big Five, the N, E, 0, A, and C domain 
scores were used that were obtained by applying the usual NE0 scoring key (Costa & McCrae, 
1985). As comprehensive self-rating and peer rating measures, being based on adjective scales, 
the unweighted sums of the ratings on the four marker scales for each of Norman’s factors were 
used. Accordingly, the self-rating on adjective scales for Extraversion was the sum of the self-ratings 
on the four scales talkative-silent, frank, open-secretive, adventurous-cautious, and sociable- 
reclusive. Correspondingly, the peer rating for Extraversion was the sum of the ratings by the three 
peers on these four scales. The correlations between these measures and the factor scores are 
reported in Table 2, indicating that the 5-factor solutions were not only replicated across Ss, but 
that the corresponding factor scores also matched conventional measures of the Big Five very 
well. 
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Table 2. Correlations between conventional measures of the live 
factors and the factor scores obtained in the exploratory factor 
analyses 
Factor 
Inventory scales: 
Neuroticism 
Extraversion 
Openness to Experience’ 
Agreeableness 
Conscientiousness 
Adjective self-ratings: 
Neuroticism 
Extraversion 
Culture 
Agreeableness 
Conscientiousness 
Adjective peer ratings: 
Neuroticism 
Extraversion 
Culture 
Agreeableness 
Conscientiousness 
n = 256. 
Factor scoring coefficients 
obtained from 
Male Ss Female Ss 
0.92 0.93 
0.88 0.97 
0.95 0.93 
0.93 0.93 
0.95 0.95 
0.93 0.95 
0.96 0.96 
0.92 0.85 
0.96 0.91 
0.93 0.96 
0.92 0.94 
0.98 0.98 
0.87 0.96 
0.94 0.95 
0.93 0.90 
The exploratory factor analyses therefore demonstrated the superiority of the 5-factor model. 
For the present set of variables, the 5-factor solution yielded factors that were best replicated across 
sex and that were highly correlated with conventional measures of the Big Five. 
Multitrait-multimethod analyses 
Next, a multitrait-multimethod matrix was established for the 15 conventional measures of the 
five factors mentioned above. The correlations among these measures were separately calculated 
for the 128 male and the 128 female Ss. Table 3 reports these correlations. 
The correlations were similar for male and female Ss, in that: (a) the convergent validities were 
higher than the discriminant validities, and they were highest for the factors Extraversion and 
Conscientiousness; (b) the correlations between inventory data and self-ratings were higher than 
those between self-ratings and peer ratings, and (c) some substantial heterotrait-monomethod 
coefficient were obtained for both sexes (e.g. negative correlations between Neuroticism and 
Conscientiousness). 
Structural equation modelling. We used maximum-likelihood estimation of latent variable 
structural models with LISREL VI (J6reskog & S&born, 1984). The x2 provided by this procedure 
indicates whether the correlation matrix reproduced by a given model is significantly different from 
the observed correlation matrix. Statistical nonsignificance implies that a model cannot be rejected 
on statistical grounds and may provide an adequate representation of the data. Unfortunately, the 
likelihood of rejecting a model based on x2 depends strongly on sample size. On the one side, 
models that explain essentially all of the relevant information in a set of data based on a large 
sample may still be rejected on statistical grounds. On the other hand, too many models may appear 
to provide adequate fit to data from small samples if only statistical significance is relied upon. 
Thus, to complement he x2 statistic, two quantitative measures of fit, p (Tucker & Lewis, 1973) 
and A (Bentler & Bonett, 1980), that have both been suggested as being independent of sample 
size, were applied.* Whereas p is not normed to necessarily lie between zero and one, A is a normed 
index. Both indices represent he increment in fit obtained by using k common factors rather than 
none; they compare a null model of independence among all variables with a model with k common 
factors. According to Bentler and Bonett (!980), these indices of overall fit should exceed 0.90 
before a model is accepted. 
‘It has recently been reported by Marsh, Balla and McDonald (1988) that, in their study, Bentler and Bonett’s index A 
was substantially affected by sample size, whereas Tucker and Lewis’ index p was by and large independent of sample 
size. For this reason, the Tucker-Lewis index may be regarded as more appropriate than the Bentler-Bonett index for 
the evaluation of the structural equation models. 
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Table 4. Goodness of fit indices for the multitrait-multimethod analysis with structural equation models 
Female Ss (n = 128) Male Ss (n = 128) 
X2 d.f. P A X’ d.f. P A 
IA Null Model 820.73 105 - - 754.62 105 - - 
IB’ Three orthogonal methods only 621.18 90 0.13 0.24 576.16 90 0.13 0.24 
2,A Five orthogonal traits only 395.47 90 0.50 0.52 - - - - 
Z’B’ Five orthogonal traits and three 
orthogonal methods 156.27 75 0.84 0.81 149.88 75 0.84 0.80 
2’C Five orthogonal traits and three 
oblique methods I so.93 72 0.84 0.82 113.21 72 0.9 I 0.85 
38’ Five oblique traits and three 
orthogonal methods 107.62 65 0.90 0.87 104.43 65 0.90 0.86 
3c Five oblique traits and three 
obliaue methods 103.97 62 0.90 0.87 79.92 62 0.95 0.89 
In addition to assessing the statistical significance and quantitative fit of one specified model, 
the difference in fit among hierarchically nested models may also be tested for significance. 
Hierarchically nested models are more restrictive special cases of a more general model with a 
higher number of estimated parameters. For instance, factor models with orthogonal trait factors 
are nested within factor models with oblique trait factors, because the correlations among trait 
factors are fixed to zero in the orthogonal model whereas they are estimated from the data in the 
oblique model. The difference in the x2 values of two nested models is itself distributed as x2 with 
degrees of freedom equal to the difference in degrees of freedom for the two models. Widaman 
(1985) suggested a taxonomy of hierarchically nested structural models for the analysis of 
multitrait-multimethod ata. Models without trait factors are nested within models with orthog- 
onal trait factors which are nested within models with oblique trait factors. Correspondingly, 
models without method factors are nested within models with orthogonal method factors which 
are nested within models with oblique method factors. Accordingly, the so-called null model 
without any trait and method factors is most restrictive, whereas models with oblique trait as well 
as oblique method factors are least restrictive. Crossing the three degrees of restrictiveness for trait 
and method factors, nine hierarchically nested models may be compared (see Widaman, 1985). 
We applied Widaman’s procedure to evaluate the two multitrait-multimethod matrices in 
Table 3. Thus either there were no trait factors specified, or five orthogonal trait factors were speci- 
fied, or five oblique trait factors were specified. Correspondingly, either there were no method factors 
specified, or three orthogonal method factors were specified, or three oblique method factors were 
specified. The nine MTMM-models were separately evaluated for male and female Ss. In Table 4, 
the results are reported for those models that could be identified for at least one of the sexes. 
Reasonable indices of statistical and quantitative fit were only obtained for those models that 
considered trait and method factors. However, it was Model 3C with correlated trait factors and 
with correlated method factors only that yielded a nonsignificant x2 value. Moreover, the 
differences in overall fit of model 3C (that had five oblique trait factors) and model 2’C (that had 
five orthogonal trait factors) was also statistically significant, x2 (10, n = 128) = 33.29, P < 0.01 for 
the male Ss, and x2 (10, n = 128) = 46.96, P < 0.01 for the female Ss. The best fitting model 3C 
and the parameter estimates for the male Ss are depicted in Fig. 1. 
Substantial negative correlations were found between the traits Neuroticism and Conscientious- 
ness, and between Conscientiousness and Openness to Experience. The values for the male Ss are 
reported in Fig. 1. The correlations for the female Ss were r = -0.43 between Neuroticism and 
Conscientiousness and r = -0.21 between Conscientiousness and Openness to Experience. 
Confirmatory factor analyses 
The correlations among: (a) the 20 facet scores that are obtained if the NE0 scoring key is used, 
(b) the 20 self-ratings on Norman’s adjective scales, and (c) the 20 peer ratings on these scales, were 
simultaneously analyzed. A structural equation model with five trait factors and three method 
factors was used. The trait factors were N, E, 0, A, and C, and the method factors were Inventory 
Scales, Self-Ratings on Adjective Scales, and Peer Ratings on Adjective Scales. All loadings of the 
60 variables on the eight factors were assumed to be zero, except for the appropriate trait and 
method factor for which the loadings were estimated. Thus, for instance, the six facets of N in the 
NE0 Personality Inventory were allowed to have nonzero loadings on the trait factor Neuroticism 
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Fig. 1. Multitrait-multimethod model for 15 variables with five oblique trait and three oblique method 
factors (male Ss). 
and on the method factor Inventory Scales only. The nine hierarchically nested models were 
separately evaluated for the female and the male Ss to check the replicability of the results and 
to unconfound personality differences and systematic gender differences. 
It was found that even the least restrictive model with three oblique method factors and five 
oblique trait factors did not appropriately account for the data. The 1’ statistics uggested rejection 
of this model for the female Ss, x2 (1637, n = 128) = 3323.08, P < 0.001 as well as for the male 
Ss, x2 (1637, n = 128) = 3140.41, P < 0.001. Furthermore, the indices of quantitative fit were low, 
p = 0.55, and A = 0.44 for the female Ss, and p = 0.58 and A = 0.46 for the male Ss. They did 
not even approach the 0.90 criterion suggested by Bentler and Bonett (1980). Consequently, these 
models had to be rejected. 
DISCUSSION 
In the present study, the five-factor model is successfully replicated across sexes, across instru- 
ments, and across observers. The procedure suggested by Everett demonstrates that, if more or less 
factors are retained, the factors tend to be less comparable across sexes. Moreover, the five factors 
that are obtained in the present study correlate highly with conventional measures of the Big Five, 
such as Costa and McCrae’s (1985) NEO-PI and composites of Norman’s (1963) marker scales. 
It may be argued that this is not surprising because a set of well-established marker variables 
was used. Indeed, the replicability of the present findings across variables is not demonstrated. 
However, the 5-factor model and these marker variables were established in numerous earlier 
exploratory factor analyses of representative sets of variables (see John, Angleitner & Ostendorf, 
1988). It was the purpose of the present study to use confirmatory strategies to investigate the 
robustness of the 5-factor model for this set of marker variables. 
Furthermore, multitrait-multimethod analyses of measures of the five factors reveal similar trait 
factors in personality inventory scales, in self-ratings on adjective scales, and in peer ratings on 
adjective scales. Thus exploratory factor analyses as well as multitrait-multimethod analyses with 
structural equation models support a model with five trait factors. Moreover, some agreement 
between self-reports and observer reports on the position of individuals on the five dimensions is 
found. This agreement is most pronounced for extraversion and conscientiousness. The present 
findings have implications for confirmatory factor analysis as well as for the 5-factor model of 
personality. 
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Implications for confirmatory factor analysis 
We found that a well-established factor model with highly replicable factors and a high 
convergent and discriminant validity was not supported by a confirmatory factor analysis via 
structural equation models. The most reasonable xplanation of this finding is that confirmatory 
factor analysis is not so much a logical sequel to exploratory factor analysis, but rather a method 
that implies different assumptions. First, with the notable exception of Spearman’s (1927) general 
factor model of intelligence, factor-analytic models assume that the correlation between two 
variables can be accounted for by their respective loadings on several common factors. In contrast, 
models that are submitted to confirmatory factor analysis are usually specified such that each 
observed variable loads on only one trait factor. This reflects the circumstance that no detailed 
hypotheses on secondary loadings of variables are available. But the hypothesis of only one 
non-zero loading is not at all plausible in factor-analytic personality research. The NE0 Personality 
Inventory, for instance, distinguishes among six facets of each, Neuroticism, Extraversion, and 
Openness to Experience. Norman’s (1963) marker scales for the Big Five are no less heterogeneous; 
the factor Conscientiousness, for instance, subsumes adjectives as diverse as fussy and persevering. 
It is not reasonable to suppose that these variables differ in their loadings on the factor 
Conscientiousness only. Rather, the variables are likely to have somewhat different secondary 
loadings on other factors in addition to their common loading on the factor Conscientiousness. 
These secondary loadings, however, are difficult to specify. Accordingly, the simple structure of 
factor solutions is only approximate in personality research, and it can only be improved at the 
cost of using near synonyms as marker variables for each factor. But if simple structure is arranged 
this way, the results of exploratory factor analysis get trivial. 
Second, confirmatory factor analysis requires that the bulk of the common variance in a matrix 
is accounted for by the factor model. In the exploratory factor analyses of the present study, 
however, the percentages of variance accounted for by the 5-factor model are, for male and female 
Ss respectively, 53.2 and 54.8% for the NEO-PI, 51.5 and 46.3% for the self-ratings on adjective 
scales, and 63.4 and 62.6% for the peer ratings on adjective scales. Obviously, it had been possible 
to retain a higher number of factors that by definition account for a higher proportion of the 
variance. But Table 1 demonstrates nicely that, if additional factors are retained, they account 
mainly for highly specific variance in the data and are not replicated across S samples. Thus the 
5-factor model of personality limits the extraction of factors to the most robust and meaningful 
dimensions, instead of attempting to account for as much of the variance as possible within one 
dataset. 
However, even if confirmatory factor analysis turns out to be too restrictive to make it a useful 
tool for personality research, structural equation models are nevertheless useful for multi- 
trait-multimethod analyses. It is here that the present study sheds some new light on the 5-factor 
model of personality. 
Implications for the J-factor model 
The multitrait-multimethod analyses of comprehensive measures of the Big Five demon- 
strate that: (a) only models with correlated trait factors appropriately account for the data, and 
(b) structural equation models can be fitted to the data such that measures of Openness to 
Experience and measures of Culture constitute the same trait factor. The first finding shows that 
orthogonality of factors may be an artifact in case of the 5-factor model that is usually imposed 
on the data by means of Varimax-rotation. Two conclusions may be drawn from this finding. Either 
one may abandon the orthogonality assumption, or one may attempt to construct new marker 
variables for the five factors that makes them mutually orthogonal. This, however, implies that the 
appropriate interpretation of the factors may change to some degree. 
The finding that measures of Openness to Experience and of Culture load on the same trait 
factor, suggests that the 5-factor model of personality is empirically more definite than might be 
concluded from the various verbal interpretations of the five factors that suggest a lot of ambiguity. 
Indeed, Fiske (1949), Tupes and Christal (1961), Digman and Takemoto-Chock (1981), Amelang 
and Borkenau (1982), Costa and McCrae (1985), and Goldberg (1989) suggest somewhat different 
names for at least some of the factors. The present study shows that for Norman’s factor Culture 
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and for Costa and McCrae’s factor Openness to Experience, the different concepts do not result 
in a corresponding discriminant validity of the measures, at least as far as our German translation 
of these measures is concerned. Thus the present study replicates the Sfactor model of personality 
not only across sexes, across instruments, across observers, and across languages, but also across 
somewhat different conceptualizations of the five major factors of personality. 
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